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T

wo weeks before Christmas, Canada’s first dose of COVID-19 vaccines
were administered in Ottawa. Since then, thousands of the PfizerBioNTech vaccine have been provided to some of Canada’s most vulnerable
population, including frontline workers and elderly residents in long-term
care homes.
Active cases continue to exist, and as the coronavirus continues to mutate and
spread, new variants of the virus from South Africa and the U.K. have been identified
in Canada. As of mid-February, data from the province of Ontario reports that
585,000 Canadians have been successfully vaccinated—but with a population
recorded at 37.59 million as of 2019, we still have a very long way to go towards a
global recovery, which will be reached only when herd immunity is present across
the globe.
During the first months of 2020, multiple industries struggled to get a grasp on
how to navigate through the pandemic. Concepts like wearing a mask and social
distancing seemed unheard of at the time, especially in the automotive aftermarket,
which is still largely a relationship business. Now, these mere concepts have shifted
into heavily developed strategies that are being used to further contain the spread of
the virus so that we can all get “back to business.”
By now, we’ve all become accustomed to gathering safely behind a computer
screen. We can successfully hire, train, and onboard staff, conduct business, and
check in on one another with a simple internet connection and a reliable webcam.
More than one year into this pandemic, we’ve mastered the art of staying connected,
without falling behind. As we become more in tune with our digital personalities, so
too, have our cars. The topic of connected cars continues to be a hot one. Also known
as the Right to Repair Act, this month, we dive deeper into the issue of whether
wireless vehicle data should be transparent and shared with the consumer. According
to some North American organizations, including Auto Care Association, AIA
Canada, and AASA, if the aftermarket wishes to remain competitive as global supply
chains go digital, the answer is yes.
Together, these three associations have recently teamed up in
an attempt to ask policymakers to pass legislation that ensures
vehicle owners keep their right to choose where they take their
vehicles for maintenance and repair.
As we continue to work towards a global economic
recovery, it’s important to remember that recovery starts with
restoring consumer confidence—only then can the economy
continue its healing process, which will generate a world
of opportunity for jobbers and suppliers in the North
American aftermarket.

Happy reading,

48 Lumsden Crescent, Whitby, ON, L1R 1G5

Christine Hogg
Editor, Jobber News

Let me know what you think.
You can reach me at christine@turnkey.media
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What’s on your mind?

LETTERS

We want to hear from you about anything you read in
CARS magazine. Send your email to christine@turnkey.media

WE NEED TOUGHER RESTRICTIONS
IN THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
I would really like to give a big thumbs up to is the girls
at Kinetic Auto Service. Way to go ladies! After reading
your story, you definitely earned the Shop of the Year
award after all you went through, so kudos to you. On
another note, there's still a big problem in our industry
regarding the sale of parts to unlicensed individuals.
The public should not be able to go and buy vehicle
parts without certification, and because they still can,
there are way too many vehicles out there that have
been improperly repaired and a hazard to other drivers
on the road. There must be more restrictions in the
automotive industry.
Grant Nikiwski
Independent journeyman, Lloydminster, Sask.

CONGRATULATIONS TO
ERIN VAUGHAN AND THE TEAM
AT KINETIC AUTO SERVICE!
Erin has overcome so many challenges that a lot of small
business owners are all too familiar with—and some that we
hope we never have to face! Erin is a great example of why it’s
important to continue evolving and adapting so that we can
always provide the best service to our customers and staff.
I applaud her commitment to supporting not only the next
generation of technicians, but the next generation of female
technicians. There’s still a lot of work that needs to be done
to break down barriers for women in the automotive industry
and ensure there’s a stronger workforce in the future; shop
owners like Erin are helping drive that change! We need to
see more female owned shops, female service managers, and
female technicians across our industry now so that we can see
even more tomorrow! Seeing a female leader as passionate as
Erin spotlighted with such a prestigious award is an amazing
start! Congratulations to Erin, Allie, and the team at Kinetic
Auto Service on this well-deserved recognition. We wish you
all the best for 2021!
Josie Candito
Owner, Master Mechanic High Park

UNLICENSED INDIVIDUALS ARE NO
MATCH FOR PAID PROFESSIONALS
I have some huge pet peeves regarding unqualified personal
changing oil and tires at quick lube shops. It puts us on an unfair
playing field when we use superior products and properly paid staff.
Bob Ward touched base with his cheap parts column however, we
could be preaching to the choir as good shops only install quality
parts. Consumers need to understand the difference when they are
baited by low price advertising.

Custom Fabrication
Structural Welding
Balcony Repairs
Wrought Iron Railings
and Fencing

Bruce Eccles
Owner, Eccles Auto Service

Beams and Columns
Supply and Install

IT’S GREAT TO SEE MORE WOMEN BEING
PROFILED IN OUR INDUSTRY!

Security Bars
Auto Repair Welding

G.T.A.

647 680 4766

Northumberland

And more...

289 830 4446

YOU NAME IT, WE CAN WELD IT

905 442 5645

Quality With Every Strike
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Durham Region

Ironstrikewelding.ca
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I work in Autobody, and I am thrilled when I see girls on the
cover of automotive magazines, like Kinetic Auto was in the
December 2020 issue. It is at utmost importance to display
women in the automotive industry, as we female technicians
make up 1.9% of the workforce. This is a monumental missed
opportunity for employers! Thank you CARS magazine for
helping us highlight these incredible women!
Meghan
Automotive Refinishing Technician, Vancouver, B.C.


NEWS

LIGHT VEHICLE SALES LIKELY TO INCREASE
10 PER CENT IN 2021, STUDY FINDS

This year could see approximately
16 million new light vehicle sales,
representing an increase of 10 per cent
from the previous year.
Additionally, retail sales are expected
to reach 13.9 million, representing an
increase of 9.6 per cent from 2020.
The findings come from a recent study
conducted by TrueCar Inc.
"The year 2020 was a challenging
one for the automotive industry and
the economy at large, but the recovery
came faster than most expected,
providing strong momentum and
pent-up demand going into 2021," said
Nick Woolard, lead industry analyst at
TrueCar. "Retail demand is healthy and
will remain the driving force for total
vehicle sales in 2021. Fleet sales will also
increase, but at a much slower pace, due
to the uncertainty surrounding travel."


The fourth quarter of 2020 saw
record-breaking average transaction
prices for new vehicles, as incentives
eased up and consumers opted for
more expensive SUVs and trucks. The
trend towards more expensive vehicles
continues in 2021. Average transaction
prices are projected to increase 3.1
per cent year over year to $37,925. In
previous years, the average transaction
increased roughly four per cent year
over year.
"As the K-shaped recovery takes
shape in 2021, we expect higherincome households, who have not been
financially impacted by the pandemic,
to continue making new vehicle
purchases," added Woolard. "Continued
trends towards large trucks, SUVs, and
a growing array of electric vehicles as
well as additional safety and technology

content will lead to even higher average
transaction prices in 2021."
Average interest rates for new
vehicles in 2020 were 4.74 per cent,
and interest rates for used vehicles
were 8.47 per cent. TrueCar forecasts
that interest rates for 2021 will
remain similar to those we saw in
Q4 2020.
"Car shoppers in 2021 can expect
interest rates for new and used vehicles
to remain at the low levels we saw
towards the latter part of 2020 with
support from the Federal Reserve," said
Alain Nana-Sinkam, vice-president of
Strategic Initiatives at TrueCar. "The
Fed is signaling continued support
into 2021 as the U.S. economy recovers
from the pandemic. The low interest
rates are likely to stay at least through
the end of the year."
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NEWS

LEDDARTECH & OSRAM ENTER AGREEMENT
FOR AUTOMOTIVE LIDAR AND ADAS
LeddarTech, a supplier of Level 1-5
ADAS and AD sensing technology,
and Osram, a supplier of automotive
lighting and laser systems, have entered
into a long-term agreement.

8 JANUARY / FEBRUARY 2021

LeddarTech will provide their
LiDAR hardware and software
components into Osram’s Percept
LiDAR platform. The Percept LiDAR
platform is the first flexible solid-state
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LiDAR platform engineered with a strict
focus on industrialization and automotive
qualification. In a clear Tier 2 role, Osram
wants to offer a mid- to long-range
platform to OEMs, Tier 1s, and system
integrators that can be adapted for their
specific application.
This partnership targets to deliver the
industry’s first automotive-grade ADAS
and eventually fully autonomous driving
systems at mass-market pricing.
“Early in 2017, Osram recognized
LeddarTech’s promising technological
LiDAR approach based on unique software
and hardware components and therefore
invested $70 million to become a major
shareholder,” said Dr. Olaf Berlien, CEO
of Osram Licht AG. “Since then, we have
committed over $70 million more on
developing LiDAR products, which
has allowed Osram to offer LiDAR
solutions to Tier 1s and OEMs that meet
their cost and performance requirements
for mass deployment.”
Osram's Percept LiDAR integrates
LeddarTech’s LeddarEngine, which is
comprised of a family of highly integrated
system-on-chips and related LiDAR
measurement software that are ISO 26262
and significantly reduces system cost and
development time. Combined with Osram’s
laser products and optical module design
and industrialization expertise, the Percept
LiDAR platform is a versatile and high
performing LiDAR available at a cost that
can enable volume deployment of ADAS
systems integrating LiDAR.
Osram and LeddarTech will also
collaborate to deliver perception software
solutions that deliver an enhanced 3D
environmental model using the Percept
LiDAR. These solutions will be based
on LeddarTech’s perception technology,
including raw data sensor fusion. This
technology further contributes to deliver
enhanced and cost-efficient ADAS systems
through the fusion of cost-efficient LiDAR,
cameras, and radar and with lower overall
system computing power.

AUTOFLIPZ LAUNCHES NEW PLATFORM
TO OFFER STANDARDIZATION, TRANSPARENCY
IN AFTERMARKET
Automobile repair and service startup
AutoFlipz has announced the launch of
a platform offering standardization and
transparency in the aftermarket repair
shops segment.
Through its platform, the company
is providing customers with assured
car services and repair with an aim to
standardize the highly unorganized but
high-potential sector. AutoFlipz said
its app will be operational in DelhiNCR initially and it plans to expand
nationwide this year itself.
"The aftermarket in India, which
was more focused on cost earlier,

has now shifted to quality of service,
especially with more and more people
buying luxury cars as compared to
earlier. Therefore, building the right
infrastructure to deliver quality is very
important and customer experience is
the key," said Japjot Singh, AutoFlipz
co-founder and COO.
He further said the company
will provide genuine spare parts,
inspections, roadside assistance,
highly equipped smart workshops,
and skilled technicians, with the
establishment of a certified network of
authentic service providers. AutoFlipz

founder and managing director,
Harpreet Singh, said the major
issues that affect the aftermarket
repair shops (ARS) sector today are
the lack of standardized service, trust
and transparency.
"The platform not only eliminates
all the above challenges, it also
provides a seamless and hassle free
experience to car owners," he said
adding the AutoFlipz team did two
years of extensive research to come
up with a service that will provide the
much needed standardization and
transparency in the ARS.

Demand
Demand and
and supply
supply
know-how
know-how
Car professionals are rigorous people. They demand the best price possible.
Car
are to
rigorous
people.
They
the best
price
possible.
Theyprofessionals
demand access
the best
brands
anddemand
they demand
good
service
and
They
to theParts
bestsupplies
brands and
theyand
demand
good service and
expertdemand
advice.access
NAPA Auto
all that,
a lot more.
expert
advice.
NAPA
AutotoParts
supplies
all that, and a lot more.
napacanada.com
NAPA Auto
Parts.
Ready
deliver.
NAPA Auto Parts. Ready to deliver. napacanada.com
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NEWS

BIAS TIRE MARKET PROJECTED TO REACH
$9.2B US BY 2030, REPORT SAYS
According to a recent report from
Transparency Market Research, in the
next 10 years, the use of bias tire is
slated to increase at a stellar pace across
various parts of the world.
It is projected that the global bias
tire market would grow at a CAGR of
four per cent over the forecast period
ranging through 2020 to 2030. The total
worth of the global bias tire market is
set to touch US$ 9.2 billion by the end
of this forecast period. The relatively
slow growth rate of the global bias tire
market can be pegged to advancements
in manufacturing of radial tires.
Despite the tremendous utility
and safety offered by bias tires, the

popularity of radial tires has caused
disruptions across the global bias tire
market. However, the marketing is
gradually gaining momentum as new
opportunities for market expansion
emerge across the automobile industry.
The use of bias tire in the domain
of heavy commercial vehicle
manufacturing has boded well for the
growth of the global market. Several
engineers assert that the use of bias
tires for heavy vehicle manufacturing
has created new avenues for safety
and durability within the automobile
industry. Industrial vehicles are also
equipped with bias tires, furthering
the demand within the global market.

Over the course of the next decade, the
emergence of new-age heavy and light
commercial vehicles would drive market
growth and expansion.
Several growth drivers are present in
the bias tire market. The overall safety,
resilience, and utility offered by bias tires
has brought them under the spotlight
of attention for the leading automobile
manufacturers. The use bias tires in
agricultural tractors is also bringing
new growth opportunities to the fore
of the industry. Growing collaborations
between original equipment
manufacturers (OEM) and entities in the
automobile industry is slated to redefine
the dynamics of market growth.

Shop Quality Unisex
Apparel Today!
All Good Pistons
Go To Heaven

All of our t-shirts are made from light-weight,
breathable 100% ring-spun cotton.
Available in sizes S-3XL. Order yours today!

Unisex T-Shirt

www.AutoServiceWorld.com/shop
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GREENWOOD’S GARAGE

COVID-19 FORCES
SHOPS TO ADJUST
TEAM PROCESSES
Tips for essential businesses
to work smarter, not harder
By Bob Greenwood, AMAM

C

OVID-19 has changed the way we do business.
It’s important to understand that simply doing things the way that
they’ve always been done won’t have the same affect anymore.
So, how can we adjust our business processes and work with our teams
to embrace the new realities that a global pandemic has placed upon the workplace?
First and foremost, increasing the number of constructive conversations with
your team members is just as essential as adding enhanced sanitization processes
in the shop! Take a moment every day to reflect on each staff member’s personal
situation and, if they are encountering any stressors, identify those together so that
they feel supported in the workplace. Taking a genuine interest in your staff’s wellbeing is likely to increase daily productivity.
Second, discuss the importance of communication between the technician
and the front counter. The service consultant (advisor) must also enhance their


in-depth conversations with the client
to ensure that their situation is fully
understood in how they are using the
vehicle. Transferring that information
to the technician will better help the
technician to understand how to
visually inspect the vehicle for safety,
reliability, and efficiency.
Additionally, make sure your tools
and equipment are up to date so that
your team can perform their duties
as required, without running into
additional challenges. As essential
workers who must leave the safety of
their own homes, you as a shop owner
want to be sure that your staff have
everything they need to make it worth
their while to continue working
during the COVID-19 crises.
Tablets, for example, should have
the latest software installed so that
data is processed clearly and can
transfer information back and forth
between the front counter and the
receiving technician, streamlining

w w w. a u t o s e r v i c e w o r l d . c o m
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the process and effectively saving
time in the process. Alongside
software updates and running the
right applications, double-check
that your shop’s internet speed is
effective for the jobs at hand to avoid
increasing stress levels amongst
team members who are trying to
do their jobs during an equally
stressful time.

Take advantage of down time

Many shops across Canada are
reporting an increase in down time,
as less vehicles are coming in for
repairs. Investing in a training course
for your team members is one way
to boost morale, but also a great way
to ensure that your staff is ahead
of the curve and ready to roll once
COVID-19 restrictions ease up and

GRAB MORE ATTENTION AND MORE
CUSTOMERS WITH A CUSTOMIZABLE SIGN!

Great for seasonal promos, easy,
cheap, and fast magnetic changes.
Can be used with changeable
letters, full colour graphics or
combination of both.

Any sign you CANAMAGINE

the economy strengthens. Speak with
your employees and get to know their
individual schedules so that you may set
aside some time for training. As these
courses will be online, make sure that you
schedule the shop’s workload accordingly,
to accommodate for any staff who are
taking some time out of their schedules to
complete training.
When considering online training for
your employees, it’s incredibly important
to come up with a schedule that balances
time spent in the shop and time spent
on the computer. With most business
now being conducted virtually, many
employees, especially those who do not
sit in front of a computer screen for eight
hours of the day are experiencing burn
out, brought on by excess screen time.
Schedule any training in the morning,
which is when your employees are likely
to be more engaged, as they have not yet
committed to other tasks throughout
the day.
While all of these new procedures
require an adjustment in time within the
shop to ensure they are effective, staff
who are relaxed, focused and supported
perform at a higher rate than those who
are left feeling overwhelmed, which
tends to happen when procedures aren’t
communicated clearly.
While COVID-19 has been seriously
disruptive, its lingering presence has
also presented those in the aftermarket
the opportunity to review their business
models and make adjustments where
necessary. Now, more than ever,
shop owners rely on the loyalty and
commitment of their staff to keep
business afloat, and it’s important to
ensure that they feel supported in all
areas of their jobs.
By doing this, your business has the
potential to reach new heights in 2021.

Bob Greenwood, AMAM

An Accredited Master Automotive Manager
(AMAM) who offers personal business
coaching and ongoing management training
for aftermarket shops, focusing on building net
income. He can be reached at 1-800-267-5497
or greenwood@aaec.ca.

Call CANAMEX today or visit us online

canamexpromotions.net | (519)-941-2404
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Got an opinion?

IT’S YOUR TURN

We’ll happily give you a page to get it off your chest!
Send your rant to christine@turnkey.media

HOW TO CHOOSE THE
RIGHT SCAN TOOL FOR
YOU AND YOUR SHOP
Scan tools have come a long way—but
which one is best?

S

By Allan Haberman

can tools no longer require a
complete software overhaul to
effectively diagnose a vehicle.
When smart technology came
to market, scan tools moved away from
hardware-based models in favour of tools
that support a software bundle. With
the introduction of OBD II, for example,
the need to swap software and change
cables from one vehicle to the next was
eliminated. Eventually, we started to see a
shift that moved away from hardware to
software-based scan tools.
Scan tool manufacturers began adding
more features, and many aftermarket
scan tools now offer near factory-level
functionality. However, even the best
scan tool can’t do everything, and many
independent shops use multiple scan
tools to perform specific functions. Still,
sometimes the only tool that will do the
job is the factory scan tool.
Just like the aftermarket tools, factory
scan tools have evolved, and many
vehicle manufacturers offer subscriptionbased versions of their scan tools that
are compatible with J2534 pass through


devices. Now, technicians can use the same
universal J2534 device that is currently
used to reprogram modules to also access
factory level scan tools in independent
shops. Many of them are available with
short-term subscriptions, and if shops
already have access to a compatible J2534
pass through, the cost is very reasonable.
Some vehicle manufacturers have shifted
from downloadable software that can be
stored on a PC or tablet to Cloud-based
software that requires an active internet
connection as well as a subscription for the
scan tool to function.
For example, the wiTECH 2.0 scan
tool used by Fiat Chrysler Automobiles
requires an active internet connection as
well as a current wiTECH 2.0 subscription
for the tool to work. An interface device,
either a microPod II, the factory VCI
(Vehicle Communication Interface) or an
approved J2534 device is also required.
An account and a password are required
for authentication to access the software.
The scan tool can only be accessed via a
live internet connection, so any vehicle
road tests will also require a mobile device

with internet access. As securing onvehicle data becomes a growing concern,
all manufacturers are implementing
changes to systems that could be used
to access vehicle networks. With the
addition of infotainment systems as well
as internet access to vehicles, it is critical
to isolate vehicle onboard networks from
outside sources.
The use of cloud-based scan tools is
one way to reduce the risk of unauthorized
access to critical onboard systems, and
as manufacturers add more and more
electronic features to their vehicles,
new networks also need to be added to
accommodate the increased data traffic.
These networks also need to be faster
than the current CAN network, but faster
networks may also require new VCI’s to
accommodate the higher data transfer rates.
Starting with the 2021 model year,
FCA will be introducing a new network
topology – Atlantis High architecture – on
limited models. Atlantis High architecture
incorporates two new protocols, CANFD and Ethernet (DoIP - Diagnostics
over Internet Protocol). These changes
necessitate the introduction of a new VCI
(Vehicle Communication Interface), the
MDP (Mopar Diagnostic Pod) to replace
the microPod II which is not compatible
with the new higher speed networks. The
new MDP supports all vehicles currently
supported by the microPod II as well as
Atlantis High architecture vehicles. The
microPod II will continue to be supported
by wiTECH 2.0 and wiADVISOR and is
compatible with vehicles not equipped
with Atlantis High electrical architecture.
Initial rollout of the MDP to North
American dealers is fourth quarter of 2020.
Subscription-based diagnostics might
soon grant a universal access to the
onboard vehicle diagnostic system. The
aftermarket scan tool will be around for a
long time but as technology evolves, tool
manufacturers will need to adapt to this
new technology.
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Allan Haberman

A technical trainer and owner of ACA
Training Systems in Winnipeg, MB.
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Advocacy groups in Canada are calling for more consumer choice
					
regarding access to repair data

Consumers,

connected cars,

and the fight for control
By Christine Hogg
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Boost
Your Shop

he Automotive Industries Association of Canada, in partnership with the Auto
Care Association and Automotive Aftermarket Suppliers Association (AASA)
in the U.S., has recently launched Your Car. Your Data. Your Choice. which is a
campaign designed to spread awareness about the importance of consumers being
able to control access to the data coming from their vehicles. Also known as the
Right to Repair Act, AIA Canada is adamant that wireless vehicle data needs to
be transparent and shared with the consumer, if the aftermarket wishes to remain
competitive as global supply chains go digital.
Together, these three associations have teamed up in an attempt to ask
policymakers to pass legislation that ensures vehicle owners keep their right to
choose where they take their vehicles for maintenance and repair. The campaign is
part of a bigger issue currently at play in the aftermarket, which is how the industry
is shifting to a world of connected cars.
But is there a backing by the federal government to assist with the campaign? The
short answer is yes, says AIA Canada president, J.F. Champagne, who recently took
part in a webinar devoted to the topic. “There are some people within government
that understand the importance of the consumer owning and controlling their data,
that understand that the whole privacy aspect of the information in the vehicle, and
are sensitive to this,” Champagne said. “There’s also automakers who have a strong
lobby who will say that they should be the guardian of the data.”
One of the commonly raised topics surrounding the campaign is the issue of
insurers and repairers not following OE manufacturer’s procedures. “Our position
remains that we need to fix cars right, hence having access to the right information
in a timely fashion so we can provide timely, cost-effective, and proper repair for the
consumer,” Champagne said.

The time to act is now

Within the next two years, AIA Canada believes that up to 95 per cent of all new cars
sold in Canada are going to be connected cars, communicating information in real
time directly to carmakers. “This is the big challenge that’s in front of us, because if
you think about how we’ve been servicing vehicles, we’ve been relying on onboard
diagnostic (OBD) parts since the ‘80s,” Champagne said. “Since 1996, we’ve been
using OBD2 parts, and these parts provide greater access because we need to service
increasingly more complicated vehicles, but the OBD2 parts are things that were
fought by carmakers; they didn’t want to have this ubiquitous access.”
Carmakers have traditionally not been supportive of this type of access that
was mandated by regulation. Most large organizations are currently focusing on
harvesting and managing consumer data and using it to their benefit, and now, the
automotive industry is no different, Champagne says.
Rather than performing traditional repairs by a technician, carmakers are now in
the business of selling subscription-based software that can track when, how, and by
whom their platforms are used, like Apple or Microsoft.
“I’m not opposing the idea of the connected car,” Champagne said. “But
technology must be used in a way that provides innovation and a competitive
marketplace, where most people, rather than a select few, have access to information.
It’s all about providing opportunities that ultimately will benefit industries,
consumers, and society as a whole.”

A global issue

In November 2020, the Government of Canada introduced Bill C-11, also known as
the Digital Charter Act, which aims to “modernize the framework for the protection
of personal information in the private sector.” As technology continues to shift

Profits
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and develop, the legislation takes a number of important steps to ensure that
Canadians will be protected by a modern and responsive law and that innovative
businesses will benefit from clear rules. According to the Government of Canada,
these measures include increasing control and transparency when Canadians'
personal information is handled by companies, giving Canadians the freedom
to move their information from one organization to another in a secure manner,
and ensuring that when consent is withdrawn or information is no longer
necessary, Canadians can demand that their information be destroyed.
Though not specific to the automotive sector, Bill C-11’s mandates can be
applied to the industry, Champagne says.
While AIA Canada has only recently gotten involved, the movement to secure
consumer data in connected cars has been active in the United States for several
years now, with AASA and the Auto Care Association leading the charge.
“Eighty-five percent of consumers [vehicle owners] are unaware that their vehicles
are transmitting data, and that access to the data is being threatened by automaker
monopolization,” said Bill Hanvey, president and CEO of the Auto Care Association
– one of AIA Canada’s American partners in the Your Car. Your Data. Your Choice.
campaign. “We knew that we needed to have the consumer on our side, so first we
needed to educate the industry, which is where the campaign came in.”
Audrey Gottlieb, co-owner and general manager of Audrey’s Auto Repair
in Saskatoon, Sask., says that her customers want the ability to choose where
they take their car in for service, just like any other retail outlet. “A few of our
clients have expressed to us that dealerships are pushing them to have services
performed on their vehicles sooner than they felt was required,” Gottlieb said. “In
some cases, we found this to be true. In other cases, we felt like the dealership did
not inform their customers of the services that required immediate attention, and
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that would be covered under warrant.”
Another major issue, Gottlieb said,
is how dealerships are using consumer
vehicle data. “What a lot of people
don’t know is that the dealerships have
the ability to track your every move,”
she continued. “Their programs allow
live data to be transmitted back to the
manufacturers, who work hand in hand
with dealerships to keep the revenue
in their pockets, limiting the choices
of where the consumer can take their
vehicle in for service. So, they try not to
share data with the aftermarket world,
which can have a big effect on how the
aftermarket repair shops survive.”

The right to repair

On Nov. 4, 2020, the state of Massachusetts
voted in overwhelming favour (75 per
cent to 25 per cent) of the Right to Repair
Act, against a $30 million automaker
campaign. The Act will preserve the right
of vehicle owners to have access to and
control of their vehicle’s mechanical data
necessary for service and repair at the
shops of their choice.
“Repair data is an absolute revenue
stream for the automakers,” Hanvey said.
“What we chose to do in Massachusetts is
to tighten the law to ensure that we have
access to telematic data that may not be
secured through the OBD2 port. It’s only
repair, mechanical, and prognostic data.”
In the end, both Hanvey and
Champagne say that in the North
American aftermarket, the message is
simple: let the consumer choose where they
want to have their vehicle repaired and give
them access to the data in real-time in a
standardized format.
To date, nearly 10,000 individuals have
signed AIA Canada’s petition, urging the
federal government to take notice of the
issue surrounding consumers and their
right to own and control their data. In the
United States, Hanvey says that number is
closer to 150,000.
“If our voice is strong, I think that our
message should carry through, because
there are in fact people who understand
this issue,” Champagne concluded.
To learn more, visit
www.vehicledataaccess.aiacanada.com.
To sign the petition, visit www.bit.ly/
CanadianPetition.

It’s your car.
It should
be your
data.

Stand with our
industry to demand
access to vehicle data.
bit.ly/CanadianPetition

SHOP FEATURE

EV vehicles are projected to capture 58 per cent of the market by 2040.
				
Make sure you’re ready!

Why investing in an

EV charger
is a smart move

for your shop
By Christine Hogg
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Service... on demand!
The latest information on the automotive aftermarket.
In one website.

www.AutoServiceWorld.com

W

ith electric vehicle
adoption on the rise,
experts at Bosch
Aftermarket say that
electric vehicle chargers are one of
the top technologies shop owners
should be investing in now to stay
competitive.
In fact, according to Bloomberg
New Energy Finance (BNEF),
EVs will hit 10 per cent of global
passenger vehicle sales by 2025,
rising to 28 per cent in 2030 and 58
per cent in 2040.
As auto shop owners prepare for
the shifting landscape of the auto
industry— what should they consider
investing in today to better service
their customers of tomorrow?
According to Jeff Hudnut, product
manager of EV Charging at Bosch
Automotive Service Solutions, the
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largest solution stems simply from one’s
ability and openness to embrace change.
“At the advent of electric vehicle (EV)
technology, there was a lot of concern
for consumers and shop owners about
investing too heavily in the technology,”
Hudnut explained. “As EV’s continue
to become more popular however,
those unknown variables that once
surrounded the technology are fading.”

A seamless, affordable solution

As shop owners begin to realize that
servicing EVs may not necessarily
require a huge capital investment in
tools and equipment, lengthy training
programs, or a need to re-think of
the way that the business is run,
EV-supporting technology often fits
seamlessly into the budget and day-today processes of jobbers, shop owners
and consumers alike.
Before investing in an EV charging
station, shop owners should conduct basic
market research to better understand
which model will be most efficient for
staff and customers alike. Once installed,
required maintenance is slim to none, but
the rewards can be mighty.
“With the growing number of EVs
hitting the roads and older models
that are now out of OEM warranty,
installing an EV charger is a sizable
opportunity to attract new customers,”
Hudnut said. “EV chargers can act as a
beacon to this growing customer base
through EV charging maps offered
through user-generated sites like
Plugshare.com and through in-vehicle
infotainment systems.”
Recognizing the importance
of a cleaner future, the Canadian
government continues to invest in EV
technology. In November 2020, the
Honourable Seamus O’Regan, Canada’s
Minister of Natural Resources,
announced a $1-million investment
in SWTCH to address barriers to
electric vehicle (EV) adoption. Several
provinces across the country also
have their own plans to support
EV technology in place. In British

Columbia, for example, there are roughly
240 electric vehicle charging stations
being installed across the province thanks
to more than $5.7 million in federal
funding, and more than $1.7 million in
provincial funding through the Green
Infrastructure Stream, the Zero Emission
Vehicle Infrastructure Program, the
Electric Vehicle and Alternative Fuel
Infrastructure Deployment Initiative, and
the CleanBC Go Electric Program.

“The biggest consideration shop
owners should make when selecting
an EV charging station is where it is
installed and who will be using it,”
Hudnut said. “If the station is meant
to attract customers, it will be utilized
more often if it is open access, such as

near the front of the shop. If it is meant
to be used in a service area, it should
have an increased environmental
rating to protect against harsh
conditions and to ensure its cables
will remain pliable in freezing
temperatures,” he concluded.

A potential for profit

Regardless of recent advancements, range
anxiety continues to be a reason behind
the average consumer’s willingness to
make the switch to an electric vehicle,
which is why installing a charger in the
shop could be a promising solution that
could actually increase revenue streams.
“Despite common belief, the maintenance
and repair of electric vehicles is very similar
to traditional ICE vehicles, meaning opening
up your shop to EVs through the installation
of EV chargers is not as cumbersome as
it seems,” Hudnut said. “Routine ICE
work like tire and wheel service, chassis
and suspension maintenance, AC service,
brakes, and even 12V battery testing and
replacement, are all common repair needs
for EVs as well. Adding an EV charging
station is a great way to attract EV drivers as
they seek these repairs.”
Once installed the cost of upkeep on an
EV charging station is little to none.
The only ongoing cost to shop owners is
the electricity, which is extremely minimal—
on average, it costs $1.80 to charge a typical
EV vehicle for two hours, Hudnut says. The
cost of an EV charger can range anywhere
from a few hundred dollars to a few
thousand dollars, but ultimately depends on
what the shop owner is looking for.
Bosch EV charging stations, for
example, are designed with service centres
in mind. They are built to be easy-toinstall, require near-zero maintenance,
do not need to be updated or network
connected, and can handle years of
service. This allows the stations to be
operated with very minimal cost. Pricing
aside, location is everything.
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SELLING FEATURE

Mistakes to avoid

By Christine Hogg

when choosing a motor oil
No two motor oils are the same—so how do you pick the right one to work with?

M

otor oil is an essential product for a healthy engine.
But, for a consumer, selecting a motor oil can
be a very confusing process. There are currently
thousands of variations across multiple brands that
have all been developed to address specific traits,
and picking just any motor oil instead of picking the right motor
oil continues to be a leading mistake amongst consumers.
In the absence of being educated in the category, a consumer
could easily choose the wrong oil which can ultimately lead
to catastrophic consequences, including complete engine
failure. A consumer’s car owner manual, for example, might
recommend 5W30. For a consumer thinking all 5W30 engine
oils are the same, many vehicles demand a 5W30 GF-5 SN+
or 5W30 GF-6 oil – this is a vehicle that incorporates GDI
(Gasoline Direct Injection) technology.
Many OEM’s also have their own specs, such as Volkswagen,
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Audi, Jaguar, Land Rover,
BMW, Volvo, and GM’s
Dexos1Gen 2 – all of
which can also demand
a 5W30 grade, but with a
very specific formulation.
“Any damage that is the
direct result of using the
wrong oil will not be
covered by warrantee,”
said Ian Hutchison,
marketing manager,
Wakefield Canada.
“Another common
mistake is to focus on low
quality oil,” added Oliver
Kuhn, deputy head of the
oil laboratory at LIQUI
MOLY. “Compared to
the value of the car and
compared to all the hassle
and additional cost for
an engine breakdown,
spending a few more
dollars on high quality
motor oil definitely pays off.”

Choosing the right motor oil

In an environment such as Canada, where cold, harsh winters
are the norm, motor oils are subject to greater demands by
the consumer. While more people are staying off the roads
these days due to COVID-19 lockdown restrictions, many
consumers fail to realize that despite a lower mileage on their
vehicle, oil deterioration continues to occur.
There are currently many oil specifications in the
aftermarket, which can further add to the confusion that
customers face when narrowing down a motor oil selection,
but this stems from the car manufacturing side, not the oil
industry. For that reason, customers need to truly understand
the requirements of their vehicle before making any
costly decisions.
“Consumers and need to look very closely at what their
vehicle requires as far as oil change frequency and be very
certain that when they are getting an oil change that the
garage is using a trusted brand, and the correct specification
for their vehicle,” Hutchison said.
Government fuel economy, emissions regulations, and
consumer demand have all forced automotive and heavy-duty
manufacturers to make their engines cleaner, more powerful,
and more fuel efficient with longer drain intervals. “All of
these demands have forced automotive engineers to design
engines differently, which demands more of their lubricants,”
Hutchison said. “The challenges to achieve these targets


are high, so engineers and manufacturers take different
approaches to achieve those goals, which in many cases
creates OEM-specific specs.”
Keeping motor oil topped up is critically important, but
it is also important to be sure that the oil being used to top
up is the same brand, grade, specification, and certification.
If a consumer’s first choice of motor oil is currently
unavailable, using another brand which mimics the original
grade is a convenient solution, but a complete oil and filter
change should be done to be sure one brand of fluid is used
moving forward. “This is important, because different oil
manufacturers use different additive formulations that may
or may not be compatible when mixed,” Hutchison said. “For
a consumer getting an oil change at a garage, that means they
should demand a high-quality brand be put
in their car, and that it is a brand that is readily available
for top-up.”
Vehicles are engineered to use a specific quantity of oil
for a reason. The quantity allows the oil to cool adequately
in the sump after going through the engine oil passages
and allows for the oil additives to not be overworked and
break down. “If an oil breaks down, its protective qualities
become compromised,” Hutchison explained. “This means
high pressure and stress areas like main bearings and the
valvetrain will not be protected and damage can occur. This
often shows up as camshaft and follower damage, timing
chain wear, main bearing wear, and in some cases complete
catastrophic engine failure.”
w w w. a u t o s e r v i c e w o r l d . c o m
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the same quality as garages in
Germany.”
Wakefield, on the other hand,
manufactures Castrol, which is
a premium motor oil designed
to exceed OEM specifications by
maintaining its protective qualities
longer through the oil change
cycle. Castrol does this through
developing its own additives and
partnering with many global vehicle
manufacturers to co-develop oils
with formulations that work best for
their vehicles.
“Castrol’s highest performance
product Edge has a patented liquid
titanium technology formulated to
provide unsurpassed protection on
high pressure areas like valvetrain
and main bearings, even in the
highest stress situations like towing,
or high-performance driving,”
Hutchison said.

The future of motor oil

What’s the worst that could happen?

Additionally, common mistakes like using a modern
low-viscosity 0W-20 oil in an older, conventional engine
immediately multiplies wear and tear. Using a standard
motor oil in a car with particulate filter causes the filter
to clog up prematurely. Using a standard motor oil in a
downsized gasoline engine promotes the risk of LSPI (lowspeed pre-ignition) which may cause severe engine damage.
The kind of motor oil a consumer uses should reflect the
needs of their vehicle. Liqui Moly, for example, is a German
brand that’s meant to support the needs of import vehicles,
like BMW and Audi that require different types of oil going
far beyond the well-known API specifications. “Liqui Moly
motor oils carry official approvals by the European car
manufacturers. Such an official approval means that the car
manufacturer himself tested the oil and determined that it
is meets or exceed the requirements for that specification,”
Kuhn explained. “A manufacturer approval is the highest
quality seal which a motor oil can get. We produce all our
oils in Germany to ensure that garages in Canada get exactly
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With electric vehicle (EV)
production gaining traction in
North America, many motor
oil brands like Liqui Moly and
Wakefield are also gearing up to support changes in the
aftermarket by creating eco-friendly alternatives to their
current lineup of fuels.
Liqui Moly’s motor oils currently allow for extended oil
change intervals which reduces the total amount of oil used
during a car’s lifetime. “Our premium quality ensures a long
lifetime of the engine. We offer low viscosity motor oils which
help to reduce fuel consumption,” Kuhn said.
Castrol, sold by Wakefield, offered the world’s first
carbon neutral engine motor oil in 2014 - Castrol Edge
Professional. Most recently, Castrol has extended its carbon
neutral certification to Castrol Vecton used for heavy duty
18-wheeler applications, also offering fuel economy benefits
over standard oils.
While choosing a motor oil for the first time can be
confusing, it doesn’t have to be complicated. Always conduct
research ahead of time to ensure the OEM’s specifications
support the demands of the vehicle being serviced to avoid
causing damage to the engine, and remember, when in doubt,
always choose a trusted brand.
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BAYWATCH

Ball joint
Mevotech's newest ball joint,
MS25511, has been engineered for
2012-2007 Dodge Caliber, 20172007 Jeep Compass and Patriot
applications. The front lower ball
joint (MS25511) addresses retention
issues on the OE control arm with
an advanced fastening method that securely locks the ball joint onto
the control arm. Built with greaseable sintered metal bearings, this
innovative ball joint design also delivers increased durability, a longer
part service life and optimal performance.
www.mevotech.com

Spark plugs
Bosch has released new EVO spark plugs which feature a
laser-welded iridium alloy pin on the center electrode and
a platinum-iridium alloy plate on the ground electrode,
an improved insulator and housing design, and a
thermomechanical, mechanical, and electrical strength to
withstand increased pressure during mega knocking.
www.boschautoparts.com

Worktable
The Mueller-Kueps Uni-Worktable No. EQ350 features a built in parts dividers and
screwdriver, wrench, and prybar holders. It has
3” heavy duty swivel casters, two of which are
locking and two are swivel casters. The top tray
has protective bumpers to protect the car you’re
working on. Height adjustable support posts
go from 35.4” to 48.4” so you have clearance
to work on the front end of most vehicles. This
table has a maximum load capacity of approximately 88 lbs.
www.mueller-kueps.com

Brake pads
NRS Brakes has added new SKUs for four
vehicle models. The new models include
the 2020 Ram 1500, 2020 Ford Explorer,
2020 Chrysler Voyager and the 2018,
2017 Kia Soul. The patented mechanical
attachment and zinc plated steel backing
plates prevent rust and corrosion caused by road salt that plagues other
aftermarket brake pads, particularly during winter driving.
www.nrsbrakes.com
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Lift guide
The Automotive Lift Institute has released the 2021 edition of Vehicle
Lifting Points for Frame Engaging Lifts. The new guide includes OEM
lifting points for cars, SUVs, vans and light-duty trucks from model
years 2000 through 2021.
www.autolift.org

Ball joint
Dana Incorporated has introduced new Spicer Performance ball joint
kits for the Jeep Wrangler JK, Wrangler JL, and Gladiator JT. These
first-to-market ball joints are designed with upgraded metal-to-metal
construction for added strength and durability. Each kit includes one
upper and one lower ball joint, plus nuts and cotter pins.
www.SpicerParts.com

Total power steering solution
Plews & Edelmann has launched the Edelmann Elite
power steering program as a one-stop resource for
all power steering parts requirements. The Edelmann
Elite power steering program is designed to eliminate a wide range of warranty issues
and inventory headaches, while helping to improve the reliability and durability of power
steering system service and repair.
www.plews-edelmann.com

Rivet tool
Milwaukee’s M18 FUEL 1/4" Blind Rivet Tool w/ ONE-KEY is
engineered with Milwaukee’s advanced M18 FUEL technology and installs
rivets up to 50 per cent faster and delivers up to 3X longer life versus other
cordless rivet tools. The new tool also eliminates the hassle and maintenance
of pneumatic compressors and hoses and is available March 2021.
www.MilwaukeeTool.com

Electric motors
Dana Incorporated has unveiled an expanded family of Dana TM4
SUMO HP electric motors and inverters, including the HV1000
and HV2500. The TM4 SUMO family is specifically designed for
battery-electric, range-extended, and fuel-cell vehicles. These
high-performance motors and inverters are engineered to offer
maximum flexibility, enabling direct-drive, series-hybrid, or
parallel-hybrid applications.
www.danatm4.com

Treatment additive
Rislone has launched a new treatment additive. Rislone Gear Repair is
formulated to revitalize the gear fluid with a proprietary blend of fresh
additives. The formula includes a seal conditioner, a friction modifier, and
anti-wear agents that reduce noise and gear temperatures.
www.rislone.com.ca

BAYWATCH
Ignition coils
Transit, an auto parts manufacturer and
distributor in Eastern Canada, is launching
Mpulse, its new line of ignition coils that
will be available to its customers from
Ontario to Newfoundland. Made with
premium enameled copper windings and
high-performance epoxy insulation, Mpulse
ignition coils optimize a vehicle response
time and fuel mileage while eliminating hesitation and misfiring.

Part cross references

www.mpulseignition.com

AI claims tool
Solera Holdings, Inc. has launched
Guided Image Capture (GIC), a
customizable Qapter module part of
Solera’s end-to-end artificial intelligence
(AI) powered claims platform. GIC
provides a simple and intuitive way for
an automotive insurance policy holder to
confidently capture images of a damaged vehicle, through an easyto-use web-based app.

Bosch has released its medium- and heavy-duty part crossreferences in the web-based MOTOR FleetCross tool. Trusted
in the industry for more than 25 years, FleetCross by MOTOR
is a premier tool for medium- and heavy-duty part numbers
and truck part cross-references, accurate labor times and
repair information.
www.BoschAutoParts.com
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BytheNumbers
Stats that put the North American
automotive aftermarket into perspective.

76

$39.79 BILLION

%

The global ADAS and autonomous driving component market

The number of consumers

is expected to be valued at $39.79 billion and 518.6 million

who trust automotive
claims driven entirely by

units in 2018 and is anticipated to grow at a CAGR of 12.51

artificial intelligence.

per cent and 13.29 per cent respectively, during the forecast

Solera Holdings Inc.

period, 2019-2029.

More than half

ResearchandMarkets.com

10

%

Statistically, the installation rate of telematics features to new cars in China is more than
50 per cent from January to October of 2020, a figure projected to rise to 75 per cent or so in 2025.
OEM Cyber Security Layout Report, 2020

$6.01 billion

Electric vehicles (EVs) will hit 10 per cent of global
passenger vehicle sales by 2025, rising to 28 per cent
in 2030 and 58 per cent in 2040. Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF)

The automotive antifreeze industry generated $4.92 billion
in 2019, and is expected to generate $6.01 billion by 2027,
witnessing a CAGR of 7.9 per cent from 2020 to 2027.
Allied Market Research

The number of small
and medium-sized

per cent

aftermarket enterprises
that are concentrated

Ninety-one
per cent

in Central Canada, versus 34 per cent in
Western Canada, and the remainder in
Atlantic Canada.

Statistics Canada

In a report that analyzes the
worldwide industry for consumer
automobile entertainment,
findings show that the
aftermarket represents
the largest segment
with 42.4 per cent of
the total market in 2026.

42.4

%

ResearchandMarkets.com



$

513.1 billion
The global automotive aftermarket size
is anticipated to reach over US $513.1

billion by 2027 with a noteworthy CAGR

The number of independent automotive repair
shops who reported a decrease in revenue as of
December 2020.
IMR Insight

24.3

Ontario, as of November 2020, has sold an estimated
% 24.3
per cent fewer vehicles than in 2019, the largest

of 3.8 per cent over forecast period
2020 to 2027.

year-to-date decrease among the provinces and a
deficit of nearly 190 thousand units.
DesRosiers Automotive Consultants, report, November 2020
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EyeSpy
HIDING IN
PLAIN SIGHT

See something you’d like to share? Send a high-res image to
christine@turnkey.media and let us know what you found!

DIY damage that’s hard to spot
can be incredibly dangerous!

Major repairs should never be put off. Salvatore Salaris,
owner and operator of Precision Auto and Truck Repair in
Mississauga, had a customer learn this the hard way. “The
customers waited too long to get his front brakes done on his
2018 Ford F150 and this happened,” Salaris explained. “The
front brake pad fell out of the caliper and went into his rim!”

Rich Forsey, of Fairview
Automotive in Penticton,
B.C., was working on a
2008 Volkswagen Jetta
because the check engine
light was on. The client
had fixed the rear brakes,
but a noise was coming
from the rear. As it turns
out, both the inner and
outer brake pads were
installed backwards!

Les Dobos of Les Dobos
Monterey Park Auto
Centre in Calgary, Alta.
had a client come in
complaining of a “snap”
sound. “The metal-tometal brake pad wore
away the inner face of the
rotor until the cooling
fins were exposed,” Les
shared. The customer
realized there was a
bigger problem when the
rotor caught the caliper
piston at a wrong angle.

Ken Hau, of Enterprise Rent-a-Car in Etobicoke, Ont. was
working on a 2019 Ford Transit that arrived with no brake
fluid, and the brake pedal to the floor when he saw this rusty
surprise. “The pads were worn down to nothing and wearing
into the caliper,” Ken shared. “I’m not sure if we will get the
core back because the caliper is so badly scored.”
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Tune into the newest
podcast for Canada’s
automotive aftermarket
Auto Service World: Conversations is Turnkey Media’s newest
offering to our audience. Join us weekly for insightful industry
conversations with your peers, suppliers, and customers, to
get a well-rounded and entertaining understanding of trends,
problems, solutions... and sometimes just the lighter side.
You can subscribe to Auto Service World: Conversations
on iTunes and Soundcloud to keep up to date on our podcast
releases. If you like us, be sure to like and subscribe! It’s quick
and easy for you, and makes a world of difference for us.

www.tinyurl.com/ASW-conversations
www.soundcloud.com/AutoServiceWorld
LATEST EPISODES
EP41: ASW Conversations: Mark Lemay
EP40: Shop of the Year winner Erin Vaughan
EP39: Dan Billie on a new direction for steering components
EP38: Steve Van Kessel on building an award-winning business
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